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STRATEGIC CONTENT PLANNINGHow to create amazing content...CONTENT TYPE

Audience

Subject

Name:

Age:

Country:

Interests:

Describe 3 profiles/personas of audience to target with your content

What is the subject of your content? Choose a category and describe

Persona 1 Persona 2 Persona 3

Experience Event

Describe the experience:

Place

Describe the event:

Describe the place:

Channel Which channel do you want to use to cover content? Which type of content do you want to launch?

Facebook Instagram Website

Blog post / Article

Webpage

Video

Album / Gallery

Image/s

Video

360 image

Story

Image/s

60' Video

Story

Theme Describe the theme:

Organise Describe how you organise the creation of content

IG TV

Creating the content

Who is the content creator? Write names/ideas

DMO internal

member

YouTube

Inspirational video

Vlog

Documentary

Playlist

Who is taking care of this type of content?

Digital team

Marketing team

Content Creators

User generated content

Snapchat

Story

Photos

Live video

Which tools are useful to create content?

Who is your audience?

Twitter

Tweet

Poll

Media

What tone of voice/image are you trying to convey?

Name:

Age:

Country:

Interests:

Name:

Age:

Country:

Interests:

Freelance

photographer

/ writer

Influencer /

Ambassador

What do you absolutely want to have?

What is absolutely not allowed?

Editorial Plan

Identify a clear set of rules for your content creators

HERO

HUB

HYGIENE

Which kind of content are you planning?

Big, bold campaigns. Appeals to cold visitors-

Visitors who aren't familiar with your brand yet.

More in depth content, on specific themes-

such as blog posts. Appeals to warm visitors.

Visitors who sort of know about your brand and

want to find out more.

Everyday regular content, helps to maintain

interest in your business. Appeals to hot

visitors. Visitors who already know and love

your brand and want to see more content from

you regularly.

When are you going to post

your content?

Is it seasonal?

Is it based on an event?

Is it a glimpse of everyday life?

What format is your content in?

Article/Blog post

Video

Use stickies to
describe your
content ideas

here!

Photographic content

Who is the audience for your

content?

Older visitors

Millennials

Young families

Where do you want to post your

content?

Facebook

Website

Instagram

Write your editorial plan here

Tick of all that apply

IDEAS GO HERE


